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ARMY POSTAL SERVICES

TO AND FROM TROOPS OVERSEAS

while it is impossible under war conditions to provide a regular mail

service to and from troops overseas
f

close liaison is maintained "by the Amy

Post Office with the Naval and shipping authorities so that no opportunity of

sending mails overseas is missed*

But the limited capacity which is available prohibits the Army Post Office

getting all the accomodationit requires* Even so the quantity of rail despatched

is immense. To the Middle East alone, an average of 180,000 air post-cards,

210,000 air-mail letters, and 680,000 ordinary lyd, letters are despatched every

week.

This makes a total of well over one million items, excluding airgraph letters

of which some 350,000 are sent weekly to H.H. Forces overseas.

Long range aircraft suitable for conveying nails are required to perform many

and varied operational roles. It is not possible to convey all air mails all the

way by. aircraft to the theatres of war, and it is unlikely that any substantial

improvement can be made in the near future. But the claims of mails to air

conveyance are constantly being investigated.

The public are therefore urged to make every possible use of the Airgraph

service, .Airgraph films weigh little and occupy small space. When it is

realised that 4,500-) airgraph letters weigh only 1 lb, whereas the same number

of post cards weigh something like 27 lbs
P

the great advantage of Airgraph in

saving weight and space is clear and the co-operation of the public will

automatimprove the service.

On the arrival of mails at the theatre of war, the Army Pest Office overseas

uses rail, lorries, ’planes, ships to carry them to the Forces, But the railways
are few, the roads are often mere tracks, and the distances to be covered are

enormous,

.Much delay can be saved if correspondence is correctly addressed, Wrong

addresses are far too common. Delay breeds discontent, but it must be remembered

that troops may be serving hundreds of males away from the nearest railway or town,
and weeks may elapse before a letter reaches the Army Base Postal Depot, And these

are only the first stage in the transmission of the letter or airgraph to the

United Kingdom,
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